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In an epic, heroic effort, our newmember Juan
CarlosMonroyGil has translatedTheMarceauCase
andX. Jones—Of Scotland Yard into Spanish. These
massive volumes, never presented to the Iberian
public in the days of the Generalísimo, are now
available, graphics and all, in the language of
Góngora. Their cost is a paltry 16 euros apiece. Do
youagree that everyKeelerian,whateverhis orher
native language, needs these books? Write to
juanitomonroy@hotmail.com.

✍
This is, unfortunately, a good time to remindour

readers that Keelerologist William Gillespie has
written a novel about a pandemic, Keyhole Factory,
andusedHSK’s techniques tomap its plot (seeKN
#81 and keyholefactory.com). The disease in the
novel is far more lethal than coronavirus, so I rec-
ommend the story if you really need to feel that
things aren’t that bad right now.

✍
You say you need further reassurance that there

are mental states worse than the ones you’ve been
experiencing in the Year of Our Lord 2020? OK: in
Avoid theDay, a reportageonBartókand theArctic,
Jay Kirk finds a use for a Keelerian word as he de-
scribes the combinationof anepichangover andan
incipientmental breakdown: “Asplayed labyrinth
of fine cracks, awebwork that has alreadybegun to
melt at the core, the capillaries running deep, turn-
ing into rivulets,wideningout inaslurryof rapidly
thawingmuck, chunks breaking free, bits of gravel
coming loose, all the filth and little shark-eyedpol-
liwogs rising to the surface in pools of foamy
scum.”
Yikes.
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May I begin with what every reader of this
newsletter almost certainly knows already? That
incomparable filbert known to theworld asHarry
Stephen Keeler was born in 1890, died early in
1967, and pounded the typewriter from his early
twenties until near the end of his life. During his
long career he created many series but only a few
series characters. Usually the central element in a
Keeler series was not a human being but some-
thing else: a house, a book, a circus, an industrial
plant, a skull. On the rare occasions when he did
create a continuing character, he usually got tired
of the man in a year or so and dropped him. The
single exception to this rule was Keeler’s first and
clearly his favorite series character, that ancient
bedraggled universal genius and patron of home-
less cats whose name is Tuddleton T. (for Travel-
stead) Trotter.
Exactlywhen Trotter first saw the light of print

remained unknownuntil recently.His earliest ap-
pearance between hard covers was in The Matilda
Hunter Murder (Dutton, 1931). But that literary
doorstop of 741 closely printed pages was an ex-
pansion of a 65,000-word tale, “The Michaux Z-
Ray,” which Harry had completed in 1915 and
sold for $100 the following year to the Chicago
Ledger, where it was published in ten installments
(8April-10 June 1916), all but the first ofwhich are
now online thanks to Villanova University
(dimenovels.org/Item/15832). Which is why we
now know that the detective of that serial is not
TrotterbutagazabobythenameofCopelin Jarrick
who does have quite a bit of similarity to his later
counterpart. Trotter’s debut under that namewas
in thevastly longerbookversion,wherehedoesn’t
come onstage till page 200, summoned byChief of

DetectivesCallahan to solve the riddleof theZ-ray
machine that is apparently responsible for the
deaths of bothMrs. Hunter and her poodle and is
alsoconnected insomewaywith theyear-old theft
of a platinum brick from a bank in a one-horse
town in rural Missouri. But before we see him up
close andpersonalhegets quite abuildup ina con-
versation between Callahan and insurance mag-
nate Carter Ellwood.

”[H]e’s my criminological scientist....a man
who tackles crimes where science—or highly
specialized knowledge—has been used....For
Trotter, Ellwood, is a manwho’s wise himself to
chemistry, mathematics, astronomy, insanity,
optics, medicine, X, Y, Z, P, D andQ rays as well
as probably every other kind of rays there are, or
might be supposed to exist.Heknows the identi-
ty of every expert in theworld on any given sub-
ject. And it’s he who works with us here at the
detective bureau on all the cases of any nature
that have to do with science and crime com-
bined....He’s content to dabble in problems...for
thepure loveof solving theproblemandnothing
else....[T]he man’s got more information con-
cerning crime and criminals packed away in his
card index of a brain than our Bertillon cabi-
nets....”

In “Z-Ray” Callahan describes this genius in
similar language, almostall ofwhich is repeated in
Matilda Hunter.

“....Cope’s our bearded savant—our grisly sci-
entistwhogets thebizarreproblemsof thepolice
game to tackle.”

T u d d l e t o n !
by Francis M. Nevins

Illustrations by André Bowles for “The Michaux Z-Ray”

https://dimenovels.org/Item/15832
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“Why, theman’s gotmore information packed
away in that card index of a brain than our
Bertillon cabinet in yonder room....He knows
something, I’ll warrant, of every crime that’s
committed between Shanghai, China and Bird
Center,NewYork, during the last tenyears.And
all the timehe’sporingover thedaily telegraphic
reports that are wired in here, he’s figuring out
the result of what happens to the eleventh inte-
gral of xplus y if you raise it to thenthpower and
immerse it in a solu-
tion of sulphuric
acid....”

Under either
name the character is
clearly Keeler’s take
on Sherlock Holmes,
whowas still appear-
ing in new adven-
tures when Harry
wrote ”Z-Ray” and
whose creator, Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle,
died around the time
the serial was being
expanded into a liter-
ary gargantua. But
when Callahan in
Matilda Hunter tells
Ellwood thatMr.TTT
is the author of a
brochure entitled “Crime—Always aMotived So-
cial Reaction As Well As a Motivated One,” we
realize that there’s at least as much of Harry him-
self in the character as there is of Holmes. The dis-
tinction between motivation and motiving comes
straight out of Keeler’s off-the-wall treatise The
Mechanics (And Kinematics) Of Web-Work Plot Con-
struction.
When Trotter steps into Callahan’s office he’s

described, in language that comes word for word
out of “TheMichaux Z-Ray,” as ”a composite pic-
ture of a ruddy-facedEnglish gentleman fromone
of Dickens’ books, and a caricature drawn by an
artist on a comic valentine.” We also find in “Z-
Ray” a detailed physical description.

The English appearance was borne out by the
pink, even rubicund, cheeks, and the stolid,
heavyfacewith thehairdroppingbelowthe tem-

ples in two sideburns tinged with gray. He pos-
sessed a well-defined paunch, which was cov-
eredbya tightlybuttoned,dingyvest.Across the
vest was a massive gold watch chain....His coat
was a decidedly English cutaway, but it was
soiledandspotted, and inoneor twoplaces actu-
ally burned thru as tho by acids.

The “thru” and “tho” spellings, which (as we
know from his newsletters) Keeler despised and

which he changed to
their conventional
forms in Matilda
Hunter, were obvi-
ously mandated by
the Chicago Ledger
style sheet. The “Z-
Ray” description
continues:

....His slightly
gray hair stuck up
onhishead inall di-
rections, giving
him to a great ex-
tent the appearance
of a porcupine, or a
cat, bristling with
anger. And on his
nose were a pair of
o l d - f a s h i o n ed ,
steel-bowed spec-

tacles, tiltedat suchagrotesqueangle that the left
lens stood directly beneath his left eye, and the
right onewell above the right eye.His collarwas
of the batwing pattern, tied with a rusty, black
bow tie, and peeping from his slightly frayed
coat sleeveswere a pair of very soiled cuffs, held
together bybrass cuff links sich as one can find in
any city five-and-ten-cent store....Copelin Jar-
rick’s socks comprised a tan one and a giddy red
one with green polka dots.

Keeler reproduced most of this description in
Matilda Hunter, adding that Trotter is about 65
years old and changing that tan sock to “a yellow
onewith circular stripes of tan....” Had there been
a movie about him, the perfect match for the part
would have been W.C. Fields—provided the di-
rector could restrain him from muttering “God-
frey Daniel” and juggling with pool cues!
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BetweenTrotter’s appearance on the scene and
the resolution of theMatilda Hunter riddles come
another 541 closely printed pages, full of the
bizarre characters and character-names and di-
alects and wacky coincidences that only Harry
dared dream up. Lots of invented “facts” too. No-
tice, for example, how the romantic problems of
Matilda’s whitebread nephew Jerry Evans—
whicharemore complex than thoseofhis “Z-Ray”
counterpart Billy McClintock—vanish in an in-
stant on page 737 with the confident scientific as-
sertion that (as some-
what loosely para-
phrased by Keelerite
Robert E. Briney) “if your
mother had six fingers on
one hand, you cannot
distinguish between vio-
let and black.” Yeah,
right. For better orworse,
that’s our Harry.
Between Matilda

Hunter and the second
Trotter novel, Keeler’s
style had evolved from
the Dickensian mode to
the eccentric patois that
cost him much of his
readership over the years
and drove him from the
prestigious publishing
house of E. P. Dutton to
(if I may coin a
Keelerism) the bottom
rung of the literary bar-
rel, a.k.a. Phoenix Press.
InThe CaseOf The Barking
Clock (Phoenix, 1947), so-
cial outcast Joe Czeszcziczki (whom everyone
mercifully agrees to call Zicky after a fewpages) is
about to be executed for the murder of State’s At-
torney Umphrey Ibstone and appeals for help to
Trotter, now long forgotten and living in a cubicle
in Chicago’s Hotel of NamelessMen. The woolly-
headed old genius takes two-thirds of the book
just to reach Zicky in the death house but proves
Joe’s innocence in jig time and earns a comfortable
retirement for himself and his beloved cat Sebas-
tian Sixsmith. Harry’s London publisher Ward
Lock came out with a longer and more involuted
version of the novel in 1951.

Twoyears after issuing theU.S. versionofBark-
ing Clock, Phoenix cut its ties to Keeler. Two years
after issuing the English edition, Ward Lock did
likewise, leaving Harry with no publisher in his
own language. He continued to write direct for
translation into Spanish andPortuguese, but even
Instituto Editorial Reus of Madrid and Editorial
Século of Lisbon passed on some of his submis-
sions including the third and final Trotter adven-
ture, The Trap, which was completed on July 11,
1956.

In thisgemofdaffiosi-
ty Trotter is well into his
eighties and has been
“dead socially” for
decades (likeHarry him-
self), and only a few an-
cients with long memo-
ries recall his great tri-
umph in the 25-year-old
“Locust Street Murder
Case,” i.e. The Matilda
Hunter Murder. His
wardrobe is still atro-
cious and his wits still
keen as he probes the
murder of a Chinese
laundryman in Okla-
homa and the theft of a
unique privately printed
book of laudatory anec-
dotes about Harry’s fa-
vorite race (all of them,as
a note informs potential
publishers, made up out
of whole cloth by Harry
himself). Before Trotter
triggers the titular trap

and the murderer of Charley T’Seng is exposed—
in the last paragraph, no sooner!—we get to wan-
der in a webwork whose strands include a purple
velour hat, a sleepwalking hillbilly, a vanishing
glass of water, the Noodle King of Omaha, the cat
GrimalkyStripedy-Pantsandher five littlekittens,
adiamondimplanted inacancerous tumor, andso
much more.
Anyone reading this newsletter who isn’t al-

ready a Tuddletonian will find the trilogy cele-
brating him on Amazon and many other Web-
based booksellers.
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More illustrations by André Bowles
for “The Michaux Z-Ray”:
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Michal Ajvaz: Empty Streets.
Translated from the Czech by
Andrew Oakland. Dalkey

Archive Press, 2016. Original-
ly published in 2004.

In the case of Michal Ajvaz’s
Empty Streets, the resemblance
to Keeler is striking but proba-
bly unintentional. (Then again,
The Riddle of the Traveling Skull
and Sing Sing Nights do exist in
Czech editions. Who knows?)
The plot begins with the

anonymous protagonist’s dis-
covery, in a junk heap, of a

Sjón: CoDex 1962. Translated
from the Icelandic by Victoria

Cribb. Farrar, Straus
and Giroux, 2018.

Originally published in 2016.

In the case of Sjón’sCoDex 1962,
the author is a known Keeler
fan. I was alerted to this fact by
Spanish journalist Carol Álv-
arez, who reports that at a festi-
val in Reykjavík in November
2018, Sjón praised our hero to
the skies. As quoted byÁlvarez
(I retranslate from the Spanish),

Raúl Herrero: Rascayú.
Zaragoza, Spain:

Limbo Errante, 2018.

In the case of Raúl Herrero’s
Rascayú, the author directly
quotes Keeler in one of the
epigraphs to the novel:

Three Keeleresques reviewed by Richard Polt

These three 21st-century novels at least come close to approximating Keeler’s style. And not just that:
while in one case the similarity may be coincidental, two of the authors are confessed admirers of Harry
Stephen Keeler. Let’s take a closer look ...
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wooden object formed into a
strange symbol he nicknames
the “double trident.” Is it a key
to thedisappearanceof agirl? Is
it the map of a fictional city’s
streets? Is it based on a screen-
saver?A tattoo?Orcan it, some-
how, be all at once?

Yes, it can, if we open our
minds to polysemy and allow
for some Saragossa Manuscript-
stylenestedstorytelling (see the
discussion of the Polish novel
and film in the Letters column
of KN #24).
Michal Ajvaz worked as a

janitor and gas station atten-
dant before succeedingas an in-
tellectual,writing studiesof fig-
ures such as Derrida and
Borges, and as a novelist whose
works show a love of paradox.
In Keelerian terms, Empty

Streets is a “Nights” book, nest-
ing narration within narration.
Not only that, but—as in some
Keelerganzas—thevariousnar-
rative levels are integrated into
a single master story. (You
might also compare this struc-

I’m sure you recognize the pas-
sage from The Riddle of the Trav-
eling Skull, even if you don’t
read Spanish. This is one of the
most famous bits in the Keeler
canon, insofar as anything in
Keeler is famous, and has been
trotted out more than once as
evidence of just how weird our
hero is.
As you may recall from our

previous issue,Herrerohasalso
said (in an interview with the
newspaper Heraldo de Aragón):
“From the embryonic stage of
Rascayú I intended to parody
thedetectivegenre, and realism
too, in part. As the piece
changed and grew, I remem-
bered an author of popular
mystery novels: Harry Stephen
Keeler, who enjoyed consider-
able success during the Spanish
postwarperiod,with very large
printings of his works. He was
famous for his extravagant
plots. And I decided to take in-
spiration from his technique. In
this way, I constructed a novel
withdifferent layers of reading,
while a group of characters
danced in an unsuspected plot.
And then the humor came,
which, inmyopinion, endedup
rounding out my project. It’s a
fun novel, but it needs some en-
gagement on the part of the
reader; it seems simple, but it is-
n’t so much.”
The story is set in a Spanish

village, apparently sometime in
the mid-1960s. The protagonist
is a Guardia Civil (a national
policeman) with the moniker
Porrocho, who has memorized
many passages from Clause-
witz’s On War. Porrocho is in-
vestigatingaseriesofgruesome
murders in the vicinity. Along
the way he encounters various
colorful locals, a family of gyp-

Sjón said that “Keeler could
make it seem plausible that the
death by strangulation of aman
in themiddle of a lawn could be
attributed to a murderer dis-
guised as a baby who attacks
from a helicopter. He would
construct a plot that would
make it possible. He was fasci-
nating.”
But who is Sjón?
Youcaneasily finda lotabout

him online, as he is by far the
most famous of our three Keel-
eresquewriters. He is pals with
Icelandic musician Björk, and
has performed with her. His
work has been translated into
35 languages.
What kind of writer is he?
AScheherezadistwhose tales

unfold as tales toldwithin tales,
where the narrator can’t be
trusted and the contextmaynot
be revealed for hundreds of
pages.
An accumulator of facts and

trivia that are sprinkled gener-
ously through his writing.
A stage manager who de-

lights in revealing his authorial
presence,drawingback the cur-
tain with flair and just as show-
ily replacing it to veil what we
are not yet allowed to see.
A maximalist whose stories

refuse to be confined to a single
volume, eventuating in trilo-
gies that leave many threads
untied. To quote CoDex 1962:
“Even the most minor char-

acters in literature may legiti-
mately hope that some reader
will take on the task of telling
their story, by plucking up the
loose end from the page, so to
speak, and drawing it out until
they can tie a new thread to it
and so embark on an indepen-
dent tale.”
“Theplot and its components
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ture to that of Christopher
Nolan’s film “Inception.”) This
exercise takes some bone-
breaking: you have to suspend
disbelief many times over.
Aboveall, youhave to let things
have more than one meaning,
depending on their context.

Ajvaz is happy to drag in
some coincidences and some
pseudoscientific dei ex machina,
such as a secret formula for col-
or-changing paints.
Characters are motivated by

their intense desires for a vari-
ety of McGuffins. The protago-
nist, who is himself a writer but
whose character is never really
developed, is mainly driven by
intense curiosity about the cen-
tral symbol.

Why the title Empty Streets?
Unless I missed something, it’s
never explained. Is Ajvaz sug-
gesting that, in the absence of a
master meaning, all interpreta-
tions are ultimately empty, no
matter what routes we follow?

sieswhospeakanexoticdialect,
a Nazi mayor whose servants
include a robot and a female
dwarf named Xchxsecroch, a
Cthulhu-worshiping priest, a
traveling chicken hypnotizer
named Alfredo Gundisalvo de
Cancamusa y Limoncello, and
(in a peculiar parallel to Sjón) a
suspected werewolf.
A group of kids appears at

several points in the story,
singing a popular song about
hijinks inagraveyardwhichbe-
gins:

Rascayú,
cuando mueras qué harás tu?
Tu serás un cadáver nada más

or roughly:

Rascayú,
when you die what will you do?
You’ll just be
a cadaver, don’t you see?

The 1943 foxtrot by Bonet de
San Pedro (which you can find
on YouTube) was viewed with
suspicionby theFranco regime.
The odd name “Rascayú”
seems to be derived from the
American song “I’ll be Glad
When You’re Dead, You Rascal
You” (writtenbySamTheard in
1931, and immortalized in a
1932 Betty Boop cartoon by that
name, featuring Louis Arm-
strong).
Herrero’s style is surely an

homage to Cervantes; he uses
esoteric words and florid
phrases to describe earthy, rus-
tic people and events.MySpan-
ish is not very advanced, but I
bet that even the most fluent
speakers will have to resort to
the dictionary a few times if
they want to understand every
word in this book.

can, in themind of the reader or
author who discovers unused
material in them, take twists
and turns that no one could
have predicted.”
A lover of the exotic and

unique, who, like HSK in The
Search forX-Y-Z, stockshis story
with an ossified man and a
highlyeducatedAfrican-Amer-
ican. (In Keeler’s case, poet
OliviaDebrevois; in Sjón’s case,
Anthony Theophrastus Atha-
nius Brown, aka Tony, a profes-
sorof theologyat theUniversity
of Iceland, who originally hails
fromAtlanta’s “Nigertown”: “I
thought it was called after the
creek theyused to call theNiger
that ran down themiddle of the
main street, Brook Road, which
by some strange quirk hadn’t
been concreted over.” One
must assume that this is consid-
erablymore amusing in Iceland
than it is in the US.)
Taking its departure from the

story of one man’s extraordi-
nary conceptionandbirth in the
midstof theSecondWorldWar,
CoDex 1962 weaves through
Icelandic and European history
and the future, through life and
the afterlife, skipping from
genre to genre (love story, de-
tective story, SF), freely bring-
ing in angels, trolls, kabbalistic
magic, and (in a peculiar paral-
lel to Herrero) a suspected
werewolf.
This sentence gives you a

pretty good idea of the festivi-
ties: “IfMrKarlsson is not in the
Land of Nod by now, I must be
dreaming that I’m standing in
the middle of the night on
Öskjuhlíd hill pumping Lyser-
gene gas into the alcoholic twin
brother of a convicted murder-
er,who is, nota bene, in the boot
of my car. With me is a giant
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As with some of Keeler’s
moreponderouscreations, Idid
find myself feeling a certain
hollowness in the tale, and
started to get fatigued about
halfway through this long book
—waiting for the threads to be
tied together, expecting that
they would be in some form,
and suspecting (rightly) that
thesolutionwouldbeonlypart-
ly satisfying, more like a cross-
word puzzle than a tightly con-
structed drama. My intellect
was more engaged than my
emotions.
Still, a fewmonths after read-

ing Empty Streets, I find myself
wanting to sample another Aj-
vaz. Maybe The Other City, a
tour of the magical underbelly
of Prague. Maybe The Golden
Age, about an island whose en-
tire culture is focused on writ-
ing a collective book. … As a
matter of fact, I’ve just ordered
bothof thesenovels frommylo-
cal independent bookstore!

Herrero reports, “I much en-
joy 16th-century novels, and
sometimes I savewords I like as
if they were treasures.”
This story feels like its author

had a great time writing it. As
for me, I admire Herrero’s lin-
guistic abilities, but I didn’t
have the best time reading it—
maybe simply because it taxed
my own abilities too severely.
HowKeelerian is it?Well, it’s

a complicated mystery with
bizarre elements. (The com-
plexity is appropriate to a writ-
er from Zaragoza, aka Saragos-
sa.) But the plot feels more
episodic than webworky, and
the solution didn’t produce the
magnetically mind-bending ef-
fects of Harry at his best, where
the ending reverses the polarity
of the plot and forces us to re-
think everything we thought
we knew.
Still, it’s always good to see
thatKeeler is inspiring newcre-
ative efforts.

blackmandressed in aMexican
wrestling costume that’s rather
on the tight side and the
Czechoslovakian Jew, Jón
Jónsson, I’m sorry, I mean the
Icelander, Leo Loewe, a sorcer-
erwho has in his possession the
clay image of a small boy.”
One thing that distinguishes

Sjón from Keeler is that the Ice-
lander is happy to bring in
mythological figures—giants,
angels, golems, lycanthropes.
He leaves us in some doubt
about the reality of these char-
acters, but he never lets truth
sink to the level of pedestrian
fact. Just as when you’re tour-
ing Iceland (so I’ve heard),
when you’re reading Sjón you
feel that sagas, magic, and cos-
mic powers are never far from
the surface of the everyday
world.
If that sounds like an exciting

reading adventure, I recom-
mend a visit to the unique
world of CoDex 1962.

A reissue (at right) of
De Sciencefiction-
schrijver provides the
author's real name and
gives us a new
perspective on the cover
design.

If you’re not familiar
with this novel, see the
reviews in KN #77.
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“This court has never held that theConstitution forbids
the executionof a convicteddefendantwhohashada full
and fair trial but is later able to convince ahabeas corpus
court that he is ‘actually’ innocent.” – Justice Antonin
Scalia

Chance is your only hope. The more absurd the
chance, the greater the possibility of escape from
that supremewebofchancecalledLawandOrder.
The accused is accused always due to chance
events. Banal objects become evidence; friends be-
come informants; the streets become a factory for
hostile witnesses. The Law, in the final analysis, is
an infernalmechanismofChancewhoseonlypos-
sibility of freedom lies in the very thingwhich en-
sures a guilty sentence. Despite the lofty pro-
nouncements of neutrality and justice-done from
the courts system, the defendant remains a gam-
bler facing theHouse. And something else haunts
these chains of circumstance: out of the infinity of
possibilities, Chance always chooses a singular
outcome,which shows the essential poverty of the
laws of chance.
The hope for extraordinary intrusions into ev-

eryday life is woven into the American mythos, a
bodyofdeep-structured fablesproducedatbreak-
neck speed and most forcefully realized in pulp
and B-grade junk. We believe in an amoral
guardian angel who will somehow redeem us
with a single stroke of his sword, no matter how
bleak the situation may be and no matter how
many bodies we’ve piled up. This glittering senti-
mental formaccompanies the orgiastic violence of
American salvation and it materializes in a land-
scape where Harry Stephen Keeler is one of the
truest detectives.
Keeler is by far themost honest of crimewriters.

He has taken Poe’s Rue Morgue to its final and
most maddening logical conclusion: the logical
apes of evidence are infinite. Like Poe and Marx,
Keeler deals with the apparent, in what a thing ap-
pears to be. We should be careful of what Keeler
makes apparent, because not only is it never what
it really is, it is also never what it could be. Beware
again: Keeler also sees the evidence as quite trans-
parent. Everything is visibly absurd and closer in-
spection reveals that nothing has ever been con-
cealed at all, least of all guilt and innocence before
the Law.

Everyone is potentially guilty under the Lawbe-
cause anyonemight be caught up in the Keelerian
trapof interrelationsatanymoment.Themore far-
flung andoutlandish, themore effective the snare,
due to the fact that each event is unbelievable yet
remains probable. Youmay be truly innocent one
moment and completely guilty the next, all be-
cause of a single typo or the switch of a bag on a
train (Keeler’s obsession with trains and travel
would be another avenue of very fruitful research
into theMaster’s work, which differs in approach
fromCarr and Sebald). The revenge of chance up-
on fixed tables, fixed incomes, themyth of the im-
partial order of both numbers and courts….
Themultiple Engels/ Ingels (Angels) ofKeeler’s
Case of theMysteriousMoll are a hopeless, disinter-
ested amalgam of name and shape which may
save or destroy on awhim.Keeler profoundlydis-
trusts this loopy guardian angel of American re-
demption. He reveals her by giving her the most
incredible powers and driving her to the very lim-
its of possibility in his books, as if he took her just
seriously enough to dissect her. The plots of Keel-
er’sworkshavebeencalledpreposterousandmad
by fools who are blind to this glaring fact: quite
logically, Keeler has used the modern pulp forms
ofdetectiveandscience fiction forhis rich specula-
tions onmodernity. No other form fits aswell. No
other form is suitable for the honestworkman.No
other form allows him the necessary cover as a
secret agent who analyzes power.*
But if the insidious roulette of chance and des-
tiny is a mechanically run straitjacket, it also pro-
vides the possibility of escape from the combine.
The absurd convulsions of the Keeler plot reveal
twocontradictory things—that it isabsurdthat the
absurd can save you from Power; that the absurd
(or the unforeseen) can always intrude like light-
ning even in themost ironclad of systems. The lat-
ter is the revolutionary third face on the Janus-
Chance form and allows Keeler to resolve what
looks like an unsolvable philosophical dead-end.

Keeler, Marx, and the Role of the Dice
by Martin Billheimer

* Keeler seems to have worked alone for the most part—
assisted by his wife, it is true (and her contribution to his
books must not be underrated), but outside of any
movement or milieu. His resolve must have been second
only to his sense of humor. It’s useless, I think, to find out if
he read Lenin or James Joyce. A good op always covers his
tracks.
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Otherwise, thebest youcanhope for is tricking the
firing squad into firing before the command.
Doesnot the lawyer-hero of theCase of theMyste-
riousMoll cry: “And I tell you… the very principle
back of the Scheme of Life itself is Irony. Yes!
Irony”?KarlMarxwas the first to identify irony at
the grave of political economy: “Modern bour-
geois society, with its relations of production, of
exchange and of property, a society that has con-
juredup suchgiganticmeansofproduction andof
exchange, is like the sorcererwho is no longer able
to control thepowersof thenetherworldwhomhe
has called up by his spells,” as the famous lines in
TheCommunistManifestohave it. The infernalpit at
the heart of Keeler’s maddening chance-spirals
and his practice of chance-as-parody is a lastmys-
terious gamble lived as successive crises, the farci-
cal return of the ChanceGod in hismost glittering
raiment—Financialization. In another of Keeler’s
books, the guilty party is someone who has never
appeared in the proceedings, has never even been
mentioned in the story at all. At the moment this
“person” is revealed, the proof of guilt evaporates
into a great exoneration of the political world it-
self, as the sum of blind chance. New terrors and
new miracles begin again. “We make reality,” as
some reptile said not long ago. In otherwords, we
are back towitchcraft.Andafter, perhaps toRevo-
lution.
But a Demon speaks up from the depths of the
webwork: Perhaps you have picked the wrong
man, perhaps the author of the crime is evenmore
distant than you reckoned—far beyond all us
marks and rubes. Final revenge of Keeler on the
present interpreter: In The Case of the Mysterious
Moll, are they are not searching for the identity of
a man mistakenly named “Engels”?!!

HSK: Marxist-Leninist?
“Lenin, of Russia—dead now—but a great
visionary when he was alive—declared that
the next great war would be in the Pacific.”

The Mystery of the Fiddling Cracksman

Though the best they could do was to finally
locate a Mayor of a town who had viewed the
dioramas one night—the night, Pell, that Hugo
blew up because somebody said Karl Marx
was a jerk—remember?—couldn’t do his act?
—and the dioramas shown?—yes, this Mayor
had viewed them that night, except that—one
was black.

Stand By—London Calling!

Karl Marx, judging from Erich Fromm’s
MARX’S CONCEPT OF MAN, which we have
been faithfully reading, has palpably been
badly misquoted and badly misinterpreted by
the world which seeks to silence all he says.
And once again, with heavy sigh, we must add
here that we believe in the capitalistic system
and will continue to do so. We do read books,
however, and give thoughtful attention to all
that’s brought out in books.

The Keyhole, Nov. 1, 1962

Lenin has been reported once in a small
French paper as having said to H. G. Wells,
back in 1920: “I, too, understand that all
human conceptions are on the scale of our
planet. They are based on the assumption that
technical potentials, when developed to the
full, will not go beyond ‘terrestrial limits.’ If
we arrive at establishing interplanetary
communications we must revise all our
philosophical, social and moral conceptions. In
that case, the technical potentials, having
become unlimited, will impose upon us the
end of violence as a means and method of
progress.” We cite this only to show that some
depth of thought comes out of Russia. And
once again aver we are not a communist—how
could an a-social monster contain any ideas of
having anything in common with his fellow
man?

The Keyhole, Oct. 21, 1963
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Many thanks to Elizabeth Foxwell for alerting me to these reviews by Paul Allen, in his column “The Verse
Side of Crime.” The review ofFive Silver Buddhas appeared in theBrooklynDaily Eagle onMarch 17, 1935
(HSK, unlike Allen, spells “Buddhas” correctly). The review of The Marceau Case appeared in the Eagle
on April 5, 1936. (For another reference to Harry S. Keeler in the Eagle, see Letters.)
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Letters
Bill Poundstone’s piece about autogyros in the

latest KN somehow reminded me that I thought I
remembered one in an early Ellery Queen novel I
hadn’t reread in generations. I checked and found I
was right—I think! In The Siamese Twin Mystery
(1933) Ellery and his father are trapped on amoun-
taintop with a houseful of weirdos and an unstop-
pable fire making its way up the mountain. The lo-
cal sheriff airdrops a letter to InspectorQueen, say-
ing there’s nowayhe and theothers canbe rescued.
“Notevenagyroplanecouldmake it, even ifwehad
one, which we have not.” Is he referring to what
Keeler called an autogyro? We’ll never know. The
plane, being non est, never makes an appearance!

Mike Nevins
St. Louis

According to somesources, “gyroplane”and“autogyro”
are synonyms, but it’s impossible to know just what
Dannay and Lee (or if you prefer, Nathan and Lepofsky)
were envisioning. I wish the craft had shown up!

A tugboat named the Harry S. Keeler? In what
fever-dream world could such a thing exist?

The saga could easily be turned into aKeeler yarn.
Even the Times article lead sounds vaguely like a
Keeler opening line: “A cell door slammed shut at
Police Headquarters yesterday behind the bulky
figure of Captain William G. Baker, skipper of the
tugboat Harry S. Keeler, and thus terminated an
exciting incident in the lives of four Police Depart-
ment officials, who, beset by difficulties on the sea
and in the air, hadnone the less triumphed and ‘got
their man’” (front page story, October 6, 1929).
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported on the day be-

fore: “Capt. Baker, of the tugboat Harry S. Keeler,

was sought in connection with the alleged beating
to death of William McHaffey, captain of a coal
barge, whose body was found yesterday morning
on his boat anchored off Fort Schuyler, the Bronx.
The telegram said that Inspector Mulrooney, who
used an airplane, a speed boat and coast guard
boats to get to Boston, would fly backwith his pris-
oner.”

Jim Weiler

AChileanguynamed JaimeGrijalbahas beenpost-
ing translations of Raul Ruiz’s diaries on https://
tinyletter.com/ruizdiaries, and two recent entries
mention HSK:

Friday, September 10th, 1999
Reading JeanGiono,Récits de la demi-brigade, story
of a barber who speculates on the psychology of
his clients from the way in which they cut their
beards. I’ve read a general treatise on dramatic
constructionbyH.S.Keeler inwhichhereduces to
fifteen the possible dramatic intrigues. He’s the
inventor of the notion of webwork. He died in
1963 [actually 1967] and thearticle isdated in1917
(when he was 26 years old).

Saturday, September 11th, 1999
Reading the delirious narrative system of Keeler.
In fact, his models lead him to structure general
narrations, not far from the fiction of Raymond
Roussel.

Thank you for continuing to do the newsletters!

Brent Kite

Ten-year-old Keeler Park illustrates his own name (sent
in by his father Ed):

Annual Report for the Year 1929,

Police Department, City of New York
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An appearance by
Harry inascience fic-
tion magazine, but
not by way of com-
pound interest: his
real-life exis-
tence found its
way into this little
murder mystery:
“Lever of Destruc-
tion,” by Tom Erwin
Geris (anagrammat-
ic pseudonym of
Mort Weisinger,
1915-1978), Science

Fiction, vol. 1, no. 5 (Dec. 1939). This yarn has very
little business being in a science fiction magazine.
The science fiction component is itself shown to be
fictitious in the course of the story! Maybe all the
detective pulps had rejected it.

Jim Weiler again

I saw Mike Nevins’ note [KN 90, Letters] on the
origin of the fake fingerprint trick, but there are
even earlier precedents: one of the novels of the
Fantômas saga (Le mort qui tue) features gloves
made of human skin, and the authors of Fantômas
took the idea, in turn, from Gaston Leroux!

Gonzalo Laguna
Barcelona

Shortly before Keeler’s Cagliostro was released,
“The Flaming Spectacles” by Fred H. Hain ap-
peared in theChicago Ledger. I read the first chapter,
but didn’t find it thrilling enough to continue.

Jim Weiler once more
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NewMembers
Martín del Burgo, Lorenzo, Madrid
Monroy Gil, Juan Carlos, Madrid
Peters, MT, Edmonds, Wash.
Pierce, Benjamin N., Madison, Wis.

A Sentence from the Master
Knowing, with certainty, that the girl who
stared equally as drearily back at her just
was not—simply could not be—that person
who now stood in front of the reflecting
plate—that unhappy creature who had been
accused, tried, convicted of that atrocious
murder, by the most horrible and hopeless
concatenation of circumstances—
circumstances all welded viciously, cruelly
together, in some utterly unexplainable and
unfathomable manner—and for reasons
even a thousand times more unfathomable
—by that ruthless, malevolent seller of iron
finger-rings who called himself——

The Case of the Mysterious Moll

Spotted on abebooks.com:

NOCHES DE LADRONES.
Reus, 1947, €4.40. Alcaná
Libros, Madrid.

THE CASE OF THE
MYSTERIOUS MOLL.
Phoenix, 1945, 1st, good in
good dj, $62. Quaker House
Books, Catawissa, PA.

EL CRANEO DEL CLOWN
BAILARIN. Reus, 1959, 1st,
good in good dj, €30. Llibres
del Mirall, Barcelona.

WeBWorK is an online homework delivery system
primarily used for mathematics and science. It allows
students to complete their homework over the web, and
receive instantaneous feedback as to the correctness of
their responses. —Wikipedia

Tom Stewart shares this card from a copy of The
Amazing Web, in which HSK confesses a legal error
to Arthur Schwab:

From Tim Drage, a dramatic lobby card for the 1934
film version of Sing Sing Nights:


